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INTRODUCTION

Considerable progress has been achieved on the project since the inaugural sponsors

meeting in August 1985. In particular our study of the PQ - P north lens system at Que

River has led to an exciting re-evaluation of the geological structure of the mine and

allowed a simple reconstruction of the prefolding geology and metal distribution. Based

on this new interpretation of Que River, and the previous findings at Rosebery, outlined

in the accompanying report by Huston and Large (1986), many similarities in metal

distribution and geometry are now obvious between the two deposits.

The regional studies to characterise the geochemistry and geological setting of the Mt

Read volcanics have concentrated on the silicate and trace element chemistry of a

range of lava and intrusive types. Tony Crawford has compiled a considerable data

base, which leads us toward a far greater understanding of the primary chemical

variations of volcanics in the arc, and has enabled some simple and interesting

comparisons with more recent volcanic environments around the world.

Peter Ruxton has commenced a world wide study of gold and silver in volcanogenic

deposits and some preliminary findings are presented here which indicate the study will

be very beneficial to this project. Project outlines are included for the planned work on

the Stirling Valley and Lake Selina areas (Tasmania), Archean VMS deposits in

Western Australia and the Balcooma VMS in north Queensland.

The increase in company sponsors from six to ten since the project commenced last

year, has enabled us to tackle the stated aims and objectives initially outlined. Two

Amira Research Associates (Peter McGoldrick and Peter Ruxton), are employed on a

two year contract in addition to a part time research assistant. However the budget

remains tight.

Ross Large

Project Leader
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AIM:

To study the distribution and genesis of gold and silver relative to base metals, in

the PO lens and associated host rocks at Oue River.

SIGNIFICANCE:

In order to develop exploration criteria for precious metal-rich massive sulphide

deposits, a detailed understanding of gold and silver distribution and genesis,

and their relationship to the base metals, in well drilled deposits SUcll as Oue River and

Rosebery is vital to this AMIRA project.

SUMMARY:

Work to date has concentrated on resolving the geological structure of the PO and P

north lens system, followed by assay metal contouring of selected sections. Three

sections were studied in detail; 7400N, 7550N and 7700N. Thirty five drill holes on

these sections have been logged and plotted in summary format. Assay contours for.

Cu, Pb, Zn, Au and Ag are given on each section and correlated with the geology. The

points of significance to emerge from this work are summarised below.

1) Confirmatory evidence is provided for the theory that the main lenses PO and P

north are on the same horizon folded around a synclinal wedge of flow banded and

brecciated hanging wall dacites (Young, 1980).

2) A major feeder zone o'f intense stringer and disseminated pyrite overlain by massive

pyrite-chalcopyrite has been recognised on section 7550N in the axis of the

syncline below the folded massive sulphide lens.

3) On this section the PO lens is folded in a tight to isoclinal W-shaped fold with the P

north lens representing the faulted off western limb of the fold.
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4) Minor stringer pyrite and stringer galena-sphalerite occurs in altered volcaniclastics

stratigraphically below the massive sulphides on both sides of the fold.

5) A narrow zone of fuchsite-carbonate altered basalt (?) breccia occurs on the

immediate hanging wall to the massive sulphide and is folded around the dacite

wedge.

6) Metal zonation in the massive sulphide lenses is ;

footwall pyrite ----- Cu -----Zn, Pb ----- Ag, Au hanging wall

The W fold is clearly outlined by the pattern and zonation of Cu a.nd Zn. Gold is

concentrated along the two synclinal axes.

7) To the south on section 7400N, the W fold merges into a single tight isoclinal

syncline. The syncline plunges north, and on section 7700N the two lenses of

massive sulphide (PO and P north) show the opposite facing.

8) A large zone of low grade galena-sphalerite-pyrite stringer mineralisation occurs in

the footwa.1I to PO on the eastern side of the syncline on section 7700N. Significant

gold is distributed throughout this stringer zone and will require further detailed

study.




























































































































































